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ABSTRACT
To exploit the large bandwidth available in the millimeter wave
spectrum, highly directional beams need to be employed to compensate for the severe pathloss incurred at high frequencies. As a
result, the beams of both the transmitter and the receiver must be
constantly aligned. In this paper, the beam alignment (BA) problem
is formulated as an adversarial multi-armed bandit (MAB) problem,
yielding to a distributed BA search between the transmitter and
receiver. First, we analyze the optimal codebook size for the BA that
reduces the search space while insuring good performance levels.
Then, we propose to use the exponential weights algorithm at both
the transmitter and the receiver to match their beams. Remarkably, our distributed algorithm relies on a single bit of feedback
information and its performance is demonstrated via numerical
results.
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INTRODUCTION

Because of the congestion of the sub-6 GHz microwave spectrum,
the millimeter wave (mmWave) band, ranging from 30 GHz to
300 GHz, has been considered as a promising solution for future
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wireless networks [16, 17] to achieve the high data rates required
by the data-hungry applications.
Propagation at mmWave frequencies is characterized by high
pathloss caused by free-space pathloss [5], penetration loss and
absorption by different components of the wireless environment
[9, 18]. This suggests the use of highly directional beams by using
large antenna arrays jointly with beamforming techniques [8, 13]
to compensate for the high propagation loss. Luckily, the small
wavelength of mmWave allows to place a large number of antenna elements in relatively small size arrays which yields a large
beamforming gain [21] by focusing the signal’s power toward the
intended user’s equipment (UE).
In order to ensure a reliable communication, the beams of the
transmitter (Tx) and the receiver (Rx) have to be aligned. This
problem is referred to as initial beam training or beam alignment
(BA). The BA process must be operated before proceeding to data
transmission to achieve the desired communication performance.
An example that illustrates the critical role of BA is the experimental
results in [15] that showed a 17 dB loss in the link budget for a 7◦
beam-width mmWave system caused by a mere misalignment of
only 18◦ . Furthermore, BA is subject to a large overhead that grows
fast with the resolution of the beam pattern.
Several schemes and algorithms have been proposed to perform
BA and reduce the overall training overhead. The main idea consists of sampling the space in the angular domain and using a finite
set of training vectors from a predefined codebook to scan the
mmWave channel and align the transmitter and receiver beamforming and combining vectors, respectively. In the exhaustive search
method of [12], the devices scan all possible beamformer-combiner
pairs until they find the optimal one. The IEEE 802.11ad standard
[11] proposed to narrow adaptively the beam-width according to a
multi-level hierarchical scheme in order to reduce the training time.
Another BA technique, with a wind induced beam misalignment
analysis, was presented in [10] for analog beamforming systems
using adaptive subspace sampling. The authors in [7] introduced a
new protocol, based on the mmWave channel’s sparsity, that uses
multi-armed beams to cut the delay down to 2.5 ms for the implemented system. Based on the non-negative least squares (NNLS)
technique, [21] presents another BA scheme to find the strongest
path connecting each UE to the Tx.
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More recently, machine learning tools have been proposed to
solve the BA problem. The authors in [2] proposed an online learning algorithm, called fast machine learning (FML), for mmWave
vehicular communications. They modeled the BA problem as a
multi-armed bandit (MAB) problem with contextual information
(i.e., the vehicle’s direction of arrival). In [6], the unimodal beam
alignment (UBA) algorithm exploits the correlation between consecutive beam alignments (as contextual information) and the unimodality of the received power to reduce the search space and
maximize the received energy. However, the architecture of these
algorithms is centralized and the joint beamformer-combiner pair
is simultaneously selected at the transmitter and receiver. This
implies the existence of a central node in charge of selecting the
beamformer-combiner pair, which requires heavy signaling feedback.
In this paper, we adopt an adversarial MAB formulation for the
BA problem that allows us to decouple the problem and split the
processing cost between the transmitter and receiver. Both nodes
use a learning algorithm to choose their own beam direction, in a
distributed manner without knowing each others choices. Hence,
the learning is carried out at both the transmitter and receiver
without relying on a central node as in [6] and [2]. An immediate
advantage is that each node explores only its own set of beam
directions and not the set of beam pairs which is much larger.
Because of the distributed setting, the stochastic MAB formulation no longer applies. Instead, we exploit the more general adversarial MAB setting [4]. Each node uses the exponential weights
algorithm (EXP3) [3] to select a beamforming vector index (referred
to as an action) and receives a reward (payoff) accordingly. The
exponential weights algorithm provides an efficient solution to the
distributed BA problem in terms of regret, which measures the
performance gap with the best fixed solution on average. [3]. Moreover, the algorithm does not rely on any assumptions regarding
the underlying dynamics of the system, which makes it relevant
when the channel varies randomly because of the device mobility,
the sudden blockage effect of the mmWave signal, etc. It also offers
a good tradeoff between data exploration (trying different beam
directions to find the best one) and exploitation (transmitting data
over the beam directions believed to give optimal rewards).
Our main contributions can be summarized as follows. First, we
start by investigating the optimal size of the beamforming codebook to be used for the BA in order to reduce the exploration cost.
We provide the minimal codebook size that guarantees a certain
quality of service (QoS) related to the outage probability. In the case
of single path mmWave channels, a closed-form expression is obtained, while in multipath channels we use numerical experiments
to compute this performance measure. We show that increasing
the codebook resolution beyond a certain point does not offer a
higher outage performance but implies an increasing exploration
cost. Hence, restricting the number of beamforming vectors offers
a good tradeoff between the outage probability and the exploration
cost.
Second, we exploit the exponential weights algorithm for a distributed search of the best beam alignment in a point-to-point
mmWave MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output) system. The
performance of the proposed method is evaluated in terms of the
notion of regret. Our simulation results show a decreasing average
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regret as the learning proceeds which implies more accuracy in the
BA. The one-bit feedback proposed scheme allows the transmitter
and the receiver to learn their best beamformer and combiner vectors that offer a good SNR level in a distributed manner and relying
only on a single bit worth of feedback.

2

SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM
FORMULATION

We consider the mmWave MIMO system depicted in Figure 1. The
transmitter (Tx) and the receiver (Rx) employ NT and N R RF chains
connected to MT and M R antennas respectively such that NT ≤
MT and N R ≤ M R . Both the transmitter and receiver use hybrid
(analog and digital) codebooks F = [f1 , f2 , ..., fA ] with fi ∈ CMT and
W = [w1 , w2 , ..., wA ] with wj ∈ CM R , respectively. We assume the
same number of possible vectors or codebook size A = 2n , n ∈ N⋆
at both Tx and Rx.

Figure 1: Point-to-point mmWave MIMO system.
The codebook F = CT VT is the combination of an analog beamsteering matrix CT ∈ CMT ×NT and a digital beamformer VT ∈
CNT ×A as in [20]. The elements of CT have constant modulus since
it is obtained using phase shifters and each column is a unit norm
beam-steering vector. The digital beamformer is normalized such
2
that for each column vector vT ∈ CNT of VT , we have CT vT 2 =
1. The receiver codebook W = CR VR is constructed similarly.
The received signal for the beamforming-combining pair (fi , wj )
is given by:
H
yi, j = wH
j Hf i x + w j n,

(1)

CM R ×MT

with H ∈
the channel matrix; x ∈ C the transmitted pilot
symbol such that E[| x | 2 ] = PT where PT is the transmitting power
during the BA; n ∼ N (0, σn2 ) the Gaussian noise vector.
Given the sparse nature of the mmWave channel [8, 14, 19], we
use the geometric channel model with L scatterers where each
scatterer contributes with a single propagation path. The channel
matrix is given by [1]:
s
L
MT M R Õ
α ℓ aR (θ ℓ )aT (ϕ ℓ )H ,
(2)
H=
ρ
l =1

where ρ represents the average pathloss that depends on the carrier
frequency, the Tx-Rx distance and the propagation environment
[18]; α ℓ ∼ N (0, σα2 ℓ ), ℓ ∈ {1, 2, .., L} is the complex path’s gain assumed to be Gaussian distributed; σα ℓ is the average power gain. For
each path, the azimuth angles of departure and arrival (AoDs/AoDs)
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are denoted by ϕ ℓ ∈ [0, 2π ] and θ ℓ ∈ [0, 2π ] . The vectors aR (θ )
and aT (ϕ) represent the array response vectors for the receiver and
the transmitter. When using a uniform linear array (ULA), they are
defined as:
2π
2π
1
aR (θ ℓ ) = √
[1, e j λ d sin(θ ℓ ) , ..., e j(M R −1) λ d sin(θ ℓ ) ]T , (3)
MR
2π
2π
1
aT (ϕ ℓ ) = √
[1, e j λ d sin(ϕ ℓ ) , ..., e j(MT −1) λ d sin(ϕ ℓ ) ]T , (4)
MT
where d represents the distance between the array elements. The
resulting signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver can be written
as:
2
| wH
j Hfi | PT
SN Ri, j =
.
(5)
σn2

Problem Formulation
In MAB problems, the objective of the nodes is usually to maximize
their mean rewards. In our scheme, we assume a binary reward that
equals one when the SNR at the receiver is higher than a threshold
ξ and zero otherwise:

1, if SN Ri, j ⩾ ξ ,
r (i, j) =
(6)
0,
otherwise.
The threshold ξ represents the minimum SNR needed to have
a reliable link between Tx and Rx and has to be carefully chosen.
The mean reward E[r (i, j)] can be expressed as:
E[r (i, j)]

=
=

0 ∗ P[SN Ri, j < ξ ] + 1 ∗ P[SN Ri, j ⩾ ξ ]
P[SN Ri, j ⩾ ξ ],

(7)

where the expectation E[.] is taken over the randomness of the
channel.
In this work, we aim at minimizing an outage probability Pout
that we define as:
Pout ≜ P[SN Ri, j < ξ ].

(8)

From (7) and (8), we can see that minimizing the outage probability Pout is equivalent to maximizing the mean reward E[r (i, j)],
which is the common assumption in general MAB problems. Remark that the outage probability in (8) depends on the codebook
size as larger codebooks provide higher beamforming gains and,
hence, higher SNRs.
We define ∆SN R to quantify how much we should increase the
codebook size A and still get a significant performance improvement
in terms of the SNR. We use this measure as a criterion to avoid
increasing the codebook size uselessly at the expense of larger
exploration duration.
∆SN R = SN R 0 −

max

SN Rk ,

(9)

k ∈ {1,2, ...,A2 }

where the index k refers to the indices of all possible pairs (i, j)
such that k ∈ {1, 2, .., A2 } and SN Rk = SN Ri, j ; SN R 0 represents
the highest possible SNR related to the channel conditions and
independent from the used beamforming codebooks such that:
|uoH Hvo | 2 PT
|uH Hv| 2 PT
=
,
(10)
u,v
σn2
σn2
where u and v are the left-singular vectors and right-singular vectors of H respectively; uo and vo are the singular vectors corresponding to the largest singular value of H.
SN R 0 = max
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To avoid having a central node that makes all the decisions, we
consider that both Tx and Rx use a learning algorithm within a
distributed architecture. As a result, there are only A actions to
choose from for each node instead of A2 beamformer-combiner
pairs, as in the centralized setting [6]. Because of this, we can no
longer use the stochastic MAB formulation, but instead we use the
adversarial MAB formulation.
In the adversarial MAB context, each node q ∈ {T , R} selects
a beam direction (index of the beamforming vector) which is referred to as an action s(t), s ∈ S with S = {1, 2, .., A} at round
t ∈ {1, 2, ..., T }. A reward r (s(t)) is assigned to the action depending on the corresponding SN R at the receiver.
At the transmitter side.
The transmitter searches for the beamforming vector index i ∈ S
that minimizes the outage probability Pout without knowing the
Rx policy j(t) ∈ S at round t ∈ {1, 2, ..., T } and T ≤ Tc with Tc the
channel coherence time. Hence, Tx aims at solving the following
online optimization problem:
∀t,

min
i

Pout (i, j(t))

(11)
s.t. i ∈ S.
Since the strategy of the receiver cannot be anticipated, Tx has
to solve (11) with an unknown objective. Instead, Tx uses an online
algorithm based on strictly causal feedback from Rx. To evaluate
the performance of the online algorithm, we use the notion of
average regret [4], which evaluates the performance gap between
the proposed strategy and a fixed one, which is the best BA strategy
on average over the time horizon. We denote the online policy of
Tx by {sT (t)}t =1, .., T and the average regret expression for Tx can
be written as:
!
T
T
Õ
Õ
1
r (sT (t), j(t)) .
ReдT =
max
r (i, j(t)) −
i
T
t =1
t =1

(12)

At the receiver side.
Similarly, the receiver wishes to find the combining vector index j
that minimizes Pout without any knowledge of the choice of the
beamforming index at the transmitter i(t) ∈ S at round t. Thus, we
have the following online optimization problem at the Rx node:
∀t,

min

Pout (i(t), j)

s.t.

j ∈ S,

j

(13)

which also has an unknown objective function. An online algorithm
is also used at Rx to find the optimal combiner. We denote the online
policy of Rx by {s R (t)}t =1, .., T and the average regret incurred by
the Rx online policy is written as:
!
T
T
Õ
Õ
1
ReдR =
max
r (i(t), j) −
r (i(t), s R (t)) .
(14)
j
T
t =1
t =1
One of the main objectives in this work is to find online and
distributed policies at both Tx and Rx that minimize the average
regret and asymptotically lead to no regret when T → +∞; all this
while relying on a single bit of feedback information. This means
that the online policies will perform on average at least as well as
the optimal fixed policies.
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OPTIMAL CODEBOOK SIZE

3.2

Before presenting the BA online policies, we discuss the optimal
codebook size (or spatial resolution). We assume that the beam
directions of the codebook are uniformly chosen to cover the spatial horizon between −π /2 and π /2 by dividing the angular domain by half each time we increase the codebook size. The higher
the codebook size, the narrower and more directed the beams are.
Theoretically at least, as long as we increase the codebook size
the received SNR also increases. The downside is that the set of
candidate beamforming vectors increases, which implies a higher
exploration cost. The rising question is then: what is the codebook
size that balances best the received SNR and the exploration cost?
In order to optimize the codebook size, we first analyze the probability P (∆SN R ≤ ϵ) where ϵ represents the maximum allowed gap
between SN R 0 and maxk SN Rk . Then, we search for the smallest
codebook size (for small exploration costs) which provides a high
enough value of this probability (for high performance in terms of
SNR) using numerical simulations.

3.1

Single path case: L = 1

For simplicity,
q we start with the single path mmWave channel, in

which H =
SN Rk as:
SN R 0 =

SN Rk =

MT M R
ρ α

aR (θ ) aT (ϕ)H . We can express SN R 0 and

PT MT M R H
|uo aR (θ ) aT (ϕ)H vo | 2 |α | 2 = B C 0 |α | 2 , (15)
ρσn2
PT MT M R
H
2
2
2
|wH
j aR (θ ) aT (ϕ) fi | |α | = B Ck |α | , (16)
ρσn2

T MR
where B = PT M
, C 0 = |uoH aR (θ ) aT (ϕ)H vo | 2 and Ck =
ρσn2
H
2
|wH
j aR (θ ) aT (ϕ) fi | .

Thus, we can write ∆SN R as:


∆SN R = B |α | 2 C 0 − max Ck .

(17)

k

Assuming that the path gain follows complex Gaussian distribution, while the other parameters are fixed and deterministic,
then its amplitude squared follows an exponential distribution, i.e,
|α | 2 ∼ Exp ( σ1α ) which results in an exponential distribution of
©
∆SN R such that ∆SN R ∼ Exp 

ª

σα

 1
 ®.
®
B C 0 −max C k

Hence, we can

k
«
¬
find a closed-form expression of P (∆SN R ≤ ϵ) as:

©
ª

®
−ϵ

 ®® .
P (∆SN R ≤ ϵ) = 1 − exp 
 σ B C − max C ®
α
0
k
k
«
¬

(18)

When the noise variance is very small (σn2 → 0), this probability
approaches zero and the obtained SNR approaches the ideal value
SN R 0 . When the noise variance is very large (σn2 → +∞), the
obtained SNR cannot approach this ideal value.

Multipath case: L > 1

In the more general multipath mmWave channel case, we can express SN R 0 and SN Rk as follows:
SN R 0 = B

L
Õ

2

αℓ Dℓ

=BZ

(19)

= B Jk ,

(20)

ℓ=1

SN Rk = B

L
Õ

2

α ℓ D ℓk

ℓ=1

ÍL
2
where Z and Jk are defined as Z =
ℓ=1 α ℓ D ℓ and Jk =
ÍL
2
2
H
H
ℓ=1 α ℓ D ℓk for k ∈ {1, 2, ..., A }; D ℓ = uo aR (θ ℓ ) aT (ϕ ℓ ) vo
H
H
and D ℓk = wj aR (θ ℓ ) aT (ϕ ℓ ) fi .
Assuming the path gains α ℓ , ℓ ∈ {1, 2, .., L} to be Gaussian disÍ
Í
tributed, the sums Lℓ=1 α ℓ D ℓ and Lℓ=1 α ℓ D ℓk follow the Gaussian
 Í

 Í

distributions N 0, Lℓ=1 σα ℓ |C ℓ | 2 and N 0, Lℓ=1 σα ℓ |C ℓk | 2 , respectively. Therefore, the random variables Z and Jk follow
! an
1
exponential distribution such that Z ∼ Exp ÍL
and
2
ℓ=1 σα ℓ |C ℓ |
!
1
Jk ∼ Exp ÍL
.
2
σ
ℓ=1 α ℓ |C ℓk |
Using (19) and (20), we obtain:


∆SN R = B Z − max Jk .
k

(21)

We denote X = maxk Jk the maximum value of A2 exponential
random variables: J1 , J2 , ..., JA2 . Since both Z and X depend on the
path gains, they are correlated random variables. Finding the joint
distribution of Z and X is non trivial and, hence, we cannot obtain a
closed-form expression of the distribution of ∆SN R. Consequently
and as opposed to the particular single path case, we can only
compute P (∆SN R ≤ ϵ) empirically via Monte-Carlo simulations.

3.3

Numerical Results

Having analyzed P (∆SN R ≤ ϵ), we will use numerical simulations
to find a good tradeoff between a small codebook size and a good
performance in terms of ∆SN R.
In Figure 2, we evaluate the probability P (∆SN R ≤ ϵ) as a function of log2 (A), where A is the codebook size, for the scenario:
MT = 32, M R = 4, NT = 4, N R = 2, PT = 30 dBm, σα ℓ = 1, at
28 GHz carrier frequency and 1 GHz signal bandwidth. Both the
transmitter and the receiver are equipped with ULAs of λ/2 spacing
between the array elements. The pathloss ρ is calculated as in [18,
equation (2)]. The empirical results, for the multipath case (L = 3),
are obtained using Monte-Carlo simulations with 100, 000 independent channel realizations, whereas for the single path case (L = 1)
the closed-form expression is used.
We notice that the highest SNR obtained by the codebook is more
probable to approach SN R 0 when the codebook size increases. In
fact, as the size A becomes larger, the beams tend to be narrower
which allows for a better alignment with the channel’s best spatial
path. Moreover, as the parameter ϵ becomes smaller, the necessary
codebook size to reach high probability becomes larger.
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(pT ,1 , . . . , pT ,A ) such that:
pT ,i (t) = (1 − γ ) ÍA

exp(ηG i (t − 1))

vT =1 exp(ηGvT (t − 1))

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

log 2 (A)

Figure 2: P (∆S N R ≤ ϵ ) as a function of the codebook size A for the
single path and multipath channels. Increasing the codebook size
beyond a certain value, does not bring a significant performance
improvement.

BEAM ALIGNMENT USING EXPONENTIAL
WEIGHTS ALGORITHM

In order to establish a reliable connection, the transmitter and the
receiver need to align their beams as best as possible in order to
guarantee the required QoS. To this aim, we exploit the exponential
weights algorithm (Exp3), which is a no-regret learning algorithm
introduced originally for the adversarial MAB problem in [3].
The basic idea of the exponential weights algorithm is as follows.
At each round t, node q ∈ {T , R} selects an action sq (t) with a probability psq (t) that is exponentially proportional to the total reward

Í
scored by that action (until round t): G sq (t) = τt =1 r sq (τ ) . This
means that the actions providing high cumulative rewards in the
past become more probable to be chosen. In our case, the algorithm
explores different beam directions to identify the best one to be
exploited for data transmission. The more the exploration phase
lasts the more informed the nodes become, but at the expense of
under-exploiting the already available good directions (explorationexploitation tradeoff). The details of the beam alignment scheme
are given next.

4.1

∀i ∈ {1, . . . , A}

All the other directions (not chosen) are assumed to have a zero
reward at round t.
Since the transmitter does not know the policy j(t) and can not
compute the receiver SNR at round t, instead we assume that receiver sends a one-bit worth of feedback at each round representing
precisely whether the incurred SNR was below or above the chosen
threshold. Finally, the cumulative rewards G i (t), ∀i and the probability distribution pT (t) are updated, and the process repeats. The
transmitter’s BA scheme is summarized in the algorithm BA-Tx
below.

Nevertheless, we notice that ever increasing the codebook size,
does not lead to a significant increase in P (∆SN R ≤ ϵ). For instance,
in the case of a single path and ϵ = 1, the gain in the probability
is 0.4 when we move from A = 16 to A = 32 while it is only 0.12
when we increase the size from A = 32 to A = 64. We conclude
that we don’t need to continuously keep increasing the codebook
size to get significantly higher SNR at the receiver. We can limit the
number of beamforming vectors to reduce the BA duration. For the
proposed BA scheme in the next section, we use the size A = 32 for
the single path channel and A = 64 for the multipath channel.

4

γ
,
A

(22)
where η > 0 and γ ∈ [0, 1] are the learning parameters.
This means that Tx chooses a beam direction and then transmits
its symbol. The reward r (sT (t)) for the chosen beam direction sT (t)
is given as:

1, i f SN RsT (t ), j(t ) ≥ ξ ,
r (sT (t)) =
(23)
0
otherwise.

10 -1

10 -2

+

Learning at the transmitter

At round t, the Tx chooses an action (beamforming vector index)
sT (t) ∈ {1, . . . , A} according to the probability distribution pT (t) =

BA-Tx: Exponential Weights for Beam Alignment at Tx
Parameters η > 0 and γ ∈ [0, 1]
Initialization: Set G i (0) = 0 and pT ,i (0) = 1/A, ∀i.
Repeat for t = 1, 2, ..., T
Select action sT (t) with probability distribution pT (t).
Update the reward r (sT (t)).
Update the cumulative rewards:
G sT (t) = G sT (t − 1) + r (sT (t)) ,
Gi (t) = G i (t − 1), ∀ i , sT (t).
Update the distribution pT (t) as in (22).

4.2

Learning at the receiver

Similarly to the transmitter, Rx selects a combiner index s R (t) ∈
{1, . . . , A} at round t according to its own probability distribution
pR (t) = (pR,1 (t), . . . , pR,A (t)) such that:
pR, j (t) = (1 − γ ) ÍA

exp(ηG j (t − 1))

v R =1 exp(ηGv R (t

− 1))

+

γ
,
A

∀j ∈ {1, . . . , A}

(24)
Depending on the obtained SNR at the receiver, the chosen action
s R (t) incurs the reward r (s R (t)) with:

1, i f SN Ri(t ),s R (t ) ⩾ ξ ,
r (s R (t)) =
(25)
0
otherwise,
while the other actions (not chosen) receive a zero reward.
Once the received SNR value is estimated, Rx sends a one-bit
feedback to the Tx, which is simply the obtained reward r (s R (t))
at round t. The value of this feedback (one or zero) determines the
reward r (sT (t)) of the chosen action sT (t) at the Tx node.
At the end of each round, the Rx updates both the cumulative
rewards G j (t), ∀j and the probability distribution pR (t) to be used
for the next round. The different steps of the receiver’s scheme are
outlined in the BA-Rx algorithm.

BA-Rx: Exponential Weights for Beam Alignment at Rx
Parameters η > 0, γ ∈ [0, 1], ξ
Initialization: Set G j (0) = 0 and pR, j (0) = 1/A, ∀j.
Repeat for t = 1, 2, ..., T
Select action s R (t) with probability distribution pR (t).
Update the reward r (s R (t)).
Send feedback to Tx.
Update the cumulative rewards:
G s R (t) = G s R (t − 1) + r (s R (t)) ,
Gj (t) = G j (t − 1), ∀ j , s R (t).
Update the distribution pR (t) as in (24) .
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Regret's upper-bound (26)
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0.4

0.3

0.2

The next result follows from [3].
0.1

Corollary 4.1. If the rewards are in the range [0, 1] and the
γ
exponential weights algorithm is run with parameters η =
and
A
 r

A log A
γ = min 1,
, then the expected regret of the algorithm
(e − 1) T
is bounded as:
r
√
A log A
Reдq ≤ 2 e − 1
,
(26)
T
with q ∈ {T , R} representing the transmitter and receiver nodes and
e = exp(1).
The upper bound of the regret in (26) implies a certain guarantee
on the BA accuracy at the nodes running the exponential weights
algorithm with an appropriate choice of the parameters η and γ .
When the time horizon is large, the online algorithms perform at
least as well as the respective average optimal solutions (at Tx√and
Rx). We also see that the average regret decays to zero as O(1/ T ).

Average regret performance.
We assume that both nodes (Tx and Rx) run their own BA algorithms in a distributed manner. In Figure 3, we illustrate the average
regret at the transmitter side ReдT and compare the BA-Tx algorithm with a naive beam-selection procedure consisting of choosing
a random direction following the uniform distribution. The codebook size is A = 32 for a single path channel (L = 1) and the curves
are averaged over 10, 000 independent channel realizations.
We remark that the regret decays to zero when using the exponential learning algorithms BA-Tx and BA-Rx and remains below the upper-bound in (26). On the other hand, the naive beamselection procedure performs very poorly in terms of regret.
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Figure 3: Average regret at the transmitter as a function of
the number of iterations. The exponential learning leads to
no regret, while the naive random beam-selection clearly
does not.

Impact of the codebook size.
We now evaluate the impact of the codebook size on the regret
performance. Figure 4 depicts the average regret at the transmitter
after T = 10, 000 iterations of the BA-Tx and BA-Rx algorithms. The
curves are averaged over 10, 000 independent channel realizations.
0.35

L=1
L=3

0.3

Numerical Results

In this subsection, we analyze the proposed BA algorithms using
a codebook size of either A = 32 or A = 64 (depending on the
number of path components L), which is a good tradeoff between
beamforming accuracy and exploration cost as we discussed in
Section 3.
The simulation setup and the parameters of the mmWave system
are the same as in Subsection 3.3 unless stated otherwise. The hybrid
codebook used for the simulations is generated offline using [20,
Algorithm 1] because it supports the mmWave hybrid architecture
and performs well in terms of beamforming gain compared to other
existing codebooks in the literature. Also, the parameter ξ in (23)
and (25) is set at 6 dB.
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Figure 4: Transmitter’s average regret ReдT for different
codebook sizes. For a fixed horizon T , the average regret
increases with the codebook size; when the set of possible beam directions increases, learning the best one takes
longer.
We notice that the average regret increases as the codebook size
becomes larger. Indeed, the algorithms explore a higher number
of beam directions when the codebook size increases. This fact
strengthens our discussion in Section 3 and the results of Figure
2; it is not practical to keep increasing the codebook size since the
SNR improvement becomes marginal and the data exploration cost
increases.
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Beam alignment performance.
We have seen that the exponential learning algorithms BA-Tx and
BA-Rx provide good performance in terms of regret. Nevertheless,
our main objective is to propose beam alignment techniques that
minimize the outage probability defined in (8). For this, we illustrate
the outage probability in Figure 5. Our distributed algorithms are
compared with the naive random scheme described above and
with a centralized scheme, in which a similar exponential learning
procedure is applied but over the set of A2 beamforming-combining
pairs. The outage probability is computed over 10, 000 independent
channel realizations with a codebook size A = 32 for single path
channels (L = 1) and a codebook size A = 64 for multipath channels
(L = 3).
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Figure 6: Minimum number of iterations to reach the SNR
threshold ξ as a function of ξ . The exploration is longer to
reach higher thresholds.
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In this paper, we have addressed the beam alignment problem in
a point-to-point mmWave MIMO system by using the adversarial multi-armed bandit problem and proposed a distributed alignment scheme, in which the transmitter and the receiver choose
their beamforming and combining vectors independently from each
other. We have also investigated the optimal codebook size that
best trades off the received SNR for low beam exploration cost. Our
beam alignment scheme is based on the exponential weights algorithm and is shown to provide promising performance in terms of
outage probability. Future work may consider including contextual
information to reduce the search set.

Distributed BA-Tx,Rx, L=1, A=32
Centralized Exp3, L=1, A=32
Distributed Rand, L=1, A=32
Distributed BA-Tx,Rx,, L=3, A=64
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Figure 5: Outage probability Pout as a function of the number of iterations. Our distributed beam alignment scheme
outperforms its centralized counterpart and the naive random beam-selection.

It can be seen that our distributed beam alignment scheme performs better than the random beam-selection and the centralized
exponential learning of the joint beamforming-combining vectors.
In mmWave channels, the beams at the transmitter have to be accurately aligned with the ones at the receiver, hence, randomly
choosing the beams independently at the transmitter and the receiver will result in unaligned beams and a poor outage probability.
Regarding the centralized counterpart, the joint selection increases
the exploration set to A2 possible pairs instead of A elements, which
explains the worse performance compared with the distributed
scheme.
In Figure 6, we consider the latency-reliability tradeoff as we
evaluate the minimum number of iterations for the received SNR
to reach the threshold ξ . The results are averaged over 100, 000 independent channel realizations. Figure 6 shows that increasing the
SNR threshold ξ requires exploring more directions. This leads to a
tradeoff between the exploration cost (which impacts the system
latency) and the reliability (QoS) of the established link between
Tx and Rx.

CONCLUSIONS
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